HIRING: 5 INTERNS – FEMINIST COMMUNITY BUILDERS

Are you someone that craves community but is never quite sure how to build a deeply-connected network of ride-or-die friends, family, and what we like to call "co-conspirators'? Or maybe you're a natural "connector" but want to expand your community? We're building a new movement for radically authentic, intentional, interconnected feminism. Our team has been in the community building game for over 10 years and we're eager to teach a new cohort of interns the tricks of the trade. If you're a feminist, if you agree that community is the key to powerful social change, and if you're keen to build your very own feminist community, join us as one of our Feminist Community Builder interns.

Continuum is looking for five motivated interns to help grow and moderate our digital community, Continuum Collective. Internships will be entirely remote, working with an international team. You are a passionate feminist who is keen to develop an unique feminist movement dedicated to radical authenticity, deep intention, and strong interconnection with one another. You have an eye for online research and expert googling skills. You work well on teams and love to talk about feminism in expansive and generative ways.

About Continuum
Continuum is a global feminist incubator devoted to cultivating and sharing a radically authentic, intentional, interconnected feminism. Continuum seeks to feed your inner-feminist and foster your outer-revolutionary. Ours is a feminist vision of the beloved community where patriarchy is radically challenged through the collective. We are content creators and curators, as well as a growing movement of everyday change makers. Our community is international, intergenerational, and diverse by design. More brains, more ideas, more power, more action is how we do revolutionary change.

Continuum produces theHive, an intimate gathering where delicious food is accompanied by great company and a loosely-facilitated feminist conversation, the premier feminist digital community, Continuum Collective, and hosts the Radicals & Revolutionaries podcast (R&R Lab). The Continuum Collective is our online community space where we host live events, ongoing discussions and community building, and masterclasses.

Responsibilities:
1. Work with fellow interns, community moderators, and leadership council to drive conversation.
2. Create and find content to drive conversations inside Continuum Collective.
3. Invite your friends, family, and colleagues (even your dog and cat?) to join Continuum Collective.
4. Promote Continuum Collective, the Radicals & Revolutionaries Lab podcast, and our movement on your social media profiles and in real life - aka grow this movement with us!

Qualifications:
- Working toward an undergraduate or graduate degree, or equivalent professional experience.
- Demonstrated interest in feminism, community building, and strategy.
- Strong interest in building community and a movement for feminist social change.
- Excellent candor, listening skills, and thoughtfulness (especially for those hot topics) in online spaces.
- Ability to handle fast-paced conversations with a clear head and keen curiosity to always learn more.
- Has own laptop available for work. (required)
- Working knowledge of feminist politics as they sit now (required) and understanding of feminist history/theory (an asset).

Time & Location Commitment:
5 hours per week, for 3 months (possibility of extension). Working remotely with team meetings as needed via Skype/Zoom/phone. We are looking for someone that is dedicated to the mission of our organization and able to work with a flexible schedule.
Compensation: Lifetime scholarship into our digital community, Continuum Collective, and into our private group of changemakers learning to take their feminist practice to the next level.

How to apply:
Please send your CV/resume and a cover letter to info@continuumcollective.org by August 31, 2021. Please note: Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis. Use “CC Intern” as the subject line of your email submission.